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Presumers and Custowners

Consumers want to take
influence. This shows in
their new appearance as
Presumers und Custowners.
Presumers help entrepreneurs to develop and
implement new products
and services by supporting
them financially through
crowdfunding platforms.
Custowners are consumers
that identify themselves
with the products and
services they are using in
such a way that they invest
in the brand and hold stock.
Mostly, however, this is limited to brands that touch and
conntect to their customers
on an emotional level.

* Source: „The Rise of the Mansumer “, www.ecommercetimes.com, 07.12.2012
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Honesty

The individualised customer has become a critical
consumer.
The product itself is often
not central when buying
decisions are made. Much
more, customers are looking for an emotional connection with the brand.
The customers want more
empathy and honesty, less
ego, distance and self-staging of the brands. Products and brands that respond to customer needs
are what is expected. The
customer as an equal partner changes everything
in the future. But partnership requires trust,
honesty, reliability and a
give-and-take attitude.

* Source: „Markenbotschaft - Sei Ehrlich “, Profile, Edition September/October 2012, page 8
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Emma's Enkel

Emma's Enkel ("Aunties
grandchildren") is a unique
new sales concept. Customers can scan QR codes
24/7 in the shop window to
take care of their weekly
shopping duties. The online order gets delivered to
your home the next day.
Additionally, there is a
small store which sells groceries during regular opening hours. You can enjoy
some coffee in a relaxed
atmosphere while waiting
for your shopping basket.
Another highlight are the
grocery packages centered
around special events such
as a movie night or football match.

* Source: „Markenbotschaft - Sei Ehrlich “, Profile, Edition September/October 2012, page 8
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Made Here Again

After years and centuries of
relocationing production into
Asian countries, many
companies are rediscovering
the unique selling point of
"made here".
Numerous customers buy
with more thought than they
used to. And the price is not
the key factor anymore.
The trust in the quality of
products made within the
homeland along with the
positive feeling of doing
something good for their
country and securing jobs at
home is reason enough to
justify a higher price.

* Source: „The Rise of the Mansumer “, www.ecommercetimes.com, 07.12.2012
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A glance into the future - Payments without cash or cards

A glance into the future payments without cash or
cards. Welcome to tomorrow! Cash and credit cards
are redundant in the world
of tomorrow. At the cash
desk you are no longer
asked for cash, the credit
card can stay in your bag
and forget about your pin.
Tests are running that use
biometrical data to confirm
your identity and authorise transactions. Does the
technology work, how do
customers react and what
consequences does it have
for banks and retailers? All
of this is being evaluated
in ongoing tests. A trend
of today, the reality of
tomorrow?

* Source: „The Rise of the Mansumer “, www.ecommercetimes.com, 07.12.2012
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The Mansumer

Men are becoming an increasingly relevant target
group for retailers since
they do more and more of
the shopping.
Men don't shop as much as
they buy because they do
not like to shop and they
know what they want.
Nowadays they are looking
for the best deal online, go
to the store and buy. The
mansumer is a functional
customer not an emotional
shopper.
So the key for retailers lies
in providing the mansumer
with good bargains and
ease of buying.

* Source: „The Rise of the Mansumer “, www.ecommercetimes.com, 07.12.2012
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